
SPORTS AGENCY BUSINESS PLAN

The purpose of this business plan is to raise $, for the development of a sports agency while showcasing the expected
financials and operations over the .

Even after your formal higher education has been completed, your next step will involve obtaining the
appropriate professional licenses. When you are capable of successfully branding yourself, prospective clients
will trust that you can brand them as well. The sports agency exam is proof of your abilities to perform at the
highest level. Frequenting amateur matches can also help agents to take notice of up-coming athletes who
show abilities to become professionals soon. Growing Your New Sports Agency After your agency is up and
running, it will be time to begin pursuing an aggressive expansion and growth strategy. This is reinforced by
the fact that the Company will only receive revenues once employment is secured on behalf of a retained
athlete. It's not that hard. The Company was founded by John Doe. The need to have enough knowledge in the
industry you are about to venture in cannot be overstated. Business plan To prosper in the highly competitive
field, ensure that you have an accurate and sustainable business plan. Find space in a community that has
professional sports teams. As stated in the executive summary, the Sports Agency intends to work closely with
athletes and companies that produce athlete works among every genre and medium. Passing this exam is of
great importance to attract professional clients to your establishment. Your up-and-coming clients will not
command major contracts, but small businesses may be interested in building their name recognition with an
endorsement deal with your clients. Write a Business Plan. Secondly, choose a suitable business name that can
attract customers. Doe has more than 10 years of experience in the sports management industry. Sports agency
companies transact service and endorsement deals on behalf of sportspersons. Having knowledge in the law is
vital. If you have one or more business partners, then you will need to create a limited liability partnership
LLP. All rights reserved. To help monitor your progress, you'll need to implement a system for tracking
business plan distribution in your startup. With sound research, careful consultation, and wise decision
making, thriving sport management businesses, it is hoped, will be established. On top of standard startup
tasks like securing office space, branding and marketing will command much of your time in your agency's
early days. There are benefits and drawbacks to each approach, so you'll need to carefully weigh your options
and determine which growth strategy is right for your business. Journal of Accountancy, , 79â€” If you think
owners of nearby sports agents businesses will give you advice, think again. First Steps for Sports Agency
Startups As you begin to transition from an agent to a sport agency owner, your perspective will need to
change from a job mentality to a business ownership mentality. The Company is registered as a corporation in
the State of New York. Since sport agents are supposed to be master marketers and communicators, your
ability to create and market a strong brand identity for your agency will speak volumes to prospective clients.
References 3. The next step is to choose a professional name for your business and to create a limited liability
corporation LLC. Doe is not seeking an investment from a third party at this time. The Company will also
receive fees related to the promotion of athletes that are not related to the securing of employment contracts.
Healthy businesses grow, but sports agencies need to be careful to avoid growing at the expense of their
existing clients. Additionally, sports agents enjoy special treatment in sports clubs such as free tickets to sports
affairs. Additionally, you need league certification for each sport in which you represent clients. Timely
coverage of Sports Agency, Inc. Attend games Before opening a sports agency, it is always a wise idea to
assess competitors and possible clients. The business plan for your sports agency must also include a
distribution strategy, which represents the backend of your business planning requirements.


